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Abstract

Among practitioners, the importance of inputs to a model output is com-

monly measured via the computation of Sobol’ sensitivity indices. Various es-

timation strategies exist in the literature, most of them requiring a very high

number of model evaluations. Designing methods that compete favorably both

in terms of computational cost and accuracy is therefore an issue of crucial

importance. In this paper, an efficient replication-based strategy is proposed

to estimate the full set of first- and second-order Sobol’ indices. It relies on a

Sobol’ pick-freeze estimation scheme and requires only two replicated designs

based on randomized orthogonal arrays of strength two. The precision of this

procedure is assessed with bootstrap confidence intervals, presented for the first

time in the replication framework. Our developments are compared to known

approaches and validated on numerical test cases. A way to estimate the full set

of first-, second-order but also total-effect Sobol’ indices at a very competitive
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cost is also described, as a combination of our procedure and the one introduced

by Saltelli in [1].

Keywords: Bootstrap confidence intervals, Computer experiments, Replicated

designs, Sensitivity Analysis, Sobol’ indices

1. Introduction

Many mathematical models encountered in applied sciences involve numer-

ous poorly-known inputs. It is important for the practitioner to understand

how the output uncertainty can be apportioned to the uncertainty in the in-

puts. One way to do so is to perform a global sensitivity analysis in which5

statistical methods allow one to calculate importance measures (see, for exam-

ple, [2] and references therein). In this framework, the input vector is treated

as a random vector, whose joint probability distribution reflects the modeler’s

knowledge about the inputs uncertainty. This turns the output into a random

variable. In this paper, it is assumed that the model output has a finite vari-10

ance. When inputs are mutually independent, the estimation of Sobol’ indices

introduced in [3] provides a way to measure the importance of individual (or set

of) component(s) of the input random vector. The derivation of these indices

is based on a functional analysis of variance (ANOVA) decomposition of the

model (for details and references on functional ANOVA, see [4]).15

The Sobol’ index can be loosely defined as the Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient of two output vectors evaluated at two random input vectors sharing an

identical subset of their components ([5, 6]). When the subset contains only

one component, a first-order Sobol’ index is estimated, if the subset contains

two elements, then a closed second-order Sobol’ index is calculated and so forth.20

Estimators based on such a strategy have been introduced in [3], and are known

as pick-freeze estimators (see, for example, [7]).

This paper focuses on the Sobol’ pick-freeze (SPF) estimation procedure.

This procedure can be applied with various sampling strategies to obtain the

pairs of output vector. The SPF scheme can be used to estimate any Sobol’25
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indices. However, it suffers from a number of model evaluations that is propor-

tional to the dimension d of the input vector. In typical engineering applications,

this dimension can be prohibitive. Indeed, the computation time required for a

single model evaluation can drastically restrict the total number of affordable

model runs.30

This motivates the use of replicated designs for the estimation of Sobol’

indices. Replicated designs based on Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) have

been introduced in [8]. They are used in [9, 10] in which an arbitrary number

r of replicated LHS is used to define an estimator of first-order indices, that

does not belong to the SPF family. Numerical simulations reveal that this35

estimator suffers from non negligible biases. Therefore, a new sampling strategy

is proposed in [10], constraining the concatenation of the r replicated LHS to be

an orthogonal array of strength two. This improved strategy estimates efficiently

first-order indices. Replicated designs have been used in an SPF scheme in [11],

in which the authors suggest the use of only two replicated LHS to estimate40

the overall set of first-order Sobol’ indices. Asymptotic properties of this so-

called replication procedure have been studied in [12]. The authors in [12] have

also extended the replication procedure to the estimation of closed second-order

Sobol’ indices using two orthogonal arrays.

The first aim of this paper is to improve the efficiency of the replication45

procedure proposed in [12] for the estimation of first- and second-order indices.

Improving the efficiency has to be understood here as decreasing the number

of model evaluations required to reach a given accuracy. The latter accuracy

is measured by confidence intervals whose computation constitutes the second

objective of this paper. Indeed, when performing a global sensitivity analysis,50

practitioners are not only interested in a point estimation of each Sobol’ index,

but also in assessing the accuracy of the estimates. While asymptotic confidence

intervals (derived from the central limit theorem) for the replication procedure

are detailed in [12], and bootstrap procedure for classical Sobol’ index estima-

tion in [13], bootstrap confidence intervals for the replication framework are55

presented here for the first time, to the best of our knowledge.
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The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the definitions of Sobol’

indices and of their pick-freeze estimators are recalled. Section 3 is devoted to

the replication procedure. First, the classical version [12] is presented. Secondly,

our procedure is introduced, that uses only two replicated designs based on60

randomized orthogonal arrays of strength two to estimate the full set of first-

and second-order Sobol’ indices. Then, a way to estimate the full set of first-,

second-order but also total-effect Sobol’ indices at a very competitive cost is

also described, as a combination of our procedure with the one described in [1].

The end of this section provides formula of the bootstrap confidence intervals.65

Section 4 presents numerical simulations and highlights the efficiency of our

procedures through comparisons with other methods, in particular with [12],

and through the study of a high-dimensional problem (d “ 50). In parallel,

our bootstrap confidence intervals are compared to asymptotic ones for the

estimation of first-order indices.70

2. Background on Sobol’ indices

2.1. Definition of Sobol’ indices

Denote by x “ px1, . . . , xdq the vector of inputs of a model response f .

We assume without loss of generality that x is a random vector uniformly dis-

tributed over the unit hypercube Hd “ r0, 1sd. We further assume that f is75

square integrable and denote by D “ t1, . . . , du the set of indices. Let u be a

non-empty subset of D, ´u its complement and |u| its cardinality. Then, xu

represents a point in H|u| with components xj , j P u. Given two points x and

x1, the hybrid point pxu : x1´uq is defined as xj if j P u and x1j if j R u.

Consider the Sobol-Hoeffding decomposition [14, 3, 15] of f :

fpxq “ f∅ `
ÿ

uĎD
fupxuq. (1)

Under the assumptions that f∅ is constant and each term fu satisfies:

ż

H
fupxuqdxj “ 0, @j P u,
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the Hoeffding decomposition becomes unique and,

f∅ “ Erfpxqs “ µ,

fupxuq “

ż

Hd´|u|
fpxqdx´u ´

ÿ

vĹu

fvpxvq.

As a consequence, taking the variance of both sides of Eq. (1) leads to the

variance decomposition of f :

σ2 “ Varrfpxqs “
ÿ

uĎD,u‰∅
σ2
u, where σ2

u “

ż

H|u|
fupxuq

2dxu.

From this latter decomposition, one can define the following two quantities:

τ2u “
ÿ

vĎu

σ2
v, τ

2
u “

ÿ

vXu‰∅
σ2
v, u Ď D.

These two quantities τ2u and τ
2
u measure the importance of variables xu: τ2u80

quantifies the main effect of xu, that is the effect of all the variables within xu

including interactions, and τ
2
u quantifies the main effect of xu plus the effect of

all interactions between variables in xu and variables in x´u.

Therefore, we have the relation 0 ď τ2u ď τ
2
u ď 1. These two measures

are commonly found in the literature in their normalized form: Su “ τ2u{σ
2

85

is the closed |u|th–order Sobol’ index for inputs xu, while Su “ τ
2
u{σ

2 is the

total-effect Sobol’ index of order |u|. In this paper, we focus on first-order and

total-effect Sobol’ indices, namely Sj “ Stju and Stju, j P D. We also consider

second-order Sobol’ indices Sk,l “ Stk,lu ´ Stku ´ Stlu, tk, lu P D2; k ‰ l.

The computation of the normalized indices is performed based on the fol-

lowing integral formulas:

τ2u “

ż

Hd´|u|
fpxu : x1´uqfpxqdxdx

1 ´ µ2, (2)

σ2 “

ż

Hd
fpxq2dx´ µ2,

µ “

ż

Hd
fpxqdx.

(3)
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According to the law of total variance, the numerator of the total-effect Sobol’

index can be written:

τ
2
tju “ σ2 ´ τ2´tju¨ (4)

Usually the complexity of f causes the solution of integrals (2 - 4) to be ana-90

lytically intractable. In such cases, one can instead estimate these quantities.

2.2. Estimation of Sobol’ indices

While estimating Sobol’ indices, one has to choose both an estimator and a

design of experiments (simply called design hereafter). In this paper, we focus

on the estimator introduced in [16], as it was proven in [7] to have optimal95

asymptotic variance properties. A design is a point set P “ txiuni“1 in which

each point is obtained by sampling n times each input variable xj , j “ 1, . . . , d.

Each row of the design is a point xi in Hd and the j-th column of the design

refers to a sample of xj . For u Ă D, xi,u is a point in H|u| with components

xi,j , j P u. Consider P “ txiu
n
i“1 and P 1 “ tx1iu

n
i“1 two designs uniformly100

distributed over Hd. One way to estimate the quantity in (2) and (4) is as

follows,

pτ2u “
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

fpxiqfpxi,u : x1i,´uq ´ pµ2, (5)

with:

pσ2 “
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

f2pxiq ` f
2pxi,u : x1i,´uq

2
´ pµ2 , (6)

and pµ “
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

fpxiq ` fpxi,u : x1i,´uq

2
.

The Sobol’ indices estimators are then:

pSu “ pτ2u{pσ
2 , u Ă D , (7)

and

pSu “ 1´

1
n

n
ř

i“1

fpx1iqfpxi,u : x1i,´uq ´ pµ2

pσ2
¨ (8)
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By using Eqs. (5 - 8) and the sampling strategy proposed in [1], one can

compute the overall sets of first-order and total-effect Sobol’ indices with only d`105

2 designs, namely the designs txi,u : x1i,´uu
n
i“1 constructed for u P t∅, t1u, . . . ,

tdu,Du. This is a fairly common strategy in variance-based sensitivity analysis

and it is referred to as SAL02 in the present work.

While ingenious, this last approach requires a number of model evaluations

that grows linearly with respect to the input space dimension, which may be110

unaffordable for some real applications with limited budget. A possible solution

to this issue lies in the use of the replication procedure (see [17] for other alter-

natives involving additional regularity properties). The replication procedure

allows one to estimate the full set of first- and second-order effect indices, at a

cost independent from the input space dimension. The replication procedure is115

detailed in the next section.

3. Replication procedure

3.1. TIS15, the current best replication procedure

The replication procedure has been introduced in [11] with the aim of eval-

uating all first-order indices at a reduced cost, namely 2n model evaluations.120

This procedure relies on the construction of two replicated designs. The notion

of replicated designs was first introduced in [8] through the notion of replicated

Latin Hypercubes. To extend this definition to other types of designs, one may

use the generalization from [18]:

Definition 1. Let P “ txiuni“1 and P 1 “ tx1iuni“1 be two non-identical designs125

in Hd. P and P 1 are two replicated designs of order p, if for any u Ă D

such that |u| “ p, there exists a permutation πu of t1, . . . , nu such that @i P

t1, . . . , nu, xi,u “ x1πupiq,u .

The procedure introduced in [11] allows one to estimate the full set of first-order

Sobol’ indices with only two replicated designs of order 1. This procedure has130

been deeply studied and generalized in Tissot and Prieur [12] to the estimation

of the full set of closed second-order indices.
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Let P “ txiuni“1 and P 1 “ tx1iuni“1 be two replicated designs of order |u|.

The key point of the replication procedure is to use the permutation πu defined

in Definition 1 to produce the hybrid design txi,u : x1i,´uu
n
i“1 used in Eq.

(5). Denote by tyiu
n
i“1 “ tfpxiqu

n
i“1 and ty1iu

n
i“1 “ tfpx1iqu

n
i“1 the two sets

of model responses obtained with P and P 1 respectively. From Definition 1, it

results that,

y1πupiq
“ fpx1πupiq,u

: x1πupiq,´uq,

“ fpxi,u : x1πupiq,´uq.

Hence, each τ2u can be estimated via formula (5) by using y1πupiq
instead of

fpxi,u : x1i,´uq without requiring further model responses but tyiu
n
i“1 and

ty1iu
n
i“1.135

Estimation of first-order indices. Consider first the case |u| “ 1. As noted

hereinbefore, the full set of first-order Sobol’ indices can be estimated from two

replicated designs of order 1, e.g. two replicated Latin hypercubes of size n.

Estimation of closed second-order indices. Consider now the case |u| “ 2. The

full set of closed second-order Sobol’ indices can be estimated from two repli-140

cated designs of order 2. Such designs are, for instance, designs based on orthog-

onal arrays of strength 2 (see [12] for more details). The structure of orthogonal

arrays has been introduced by Kishen [19] and further extended by Rao [20]. It

is defined as follows:

Definition 2. A t´pq, d, λq orthogonal array (t ď d) is a λqtˆd matrix whose145

entries are chosen from a q–set of N such that in every subset of t columns of

the array, every t–subset of points of this q–set appears in exactly λ rows.

From this definition, one can construct, by setting t “ 2, a structure consisting

of points in t1, . . . , quλq
2

in which each 2-set of columns have the same 2–set of

points λ times.150

The so-called method of differences [21] is used to construct 2 ´ pd, q, 1q

orthogonal arrays, with q a prime number greater or equal to d ´ 1. This last
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constraint is not particularly restrictive, as discussed in [12, 22], and can be

relaxed when using other constructions (see, for example, [23]). This design

is called an orthogonal array of strength two. Note that the orthogonal array155

should be transformed to fit the desired probability density function of each

input. This requires two successive transformations. First, the values t1, . . . , qu

of the orthogonal array are normalized between r0, 1s. Then, each column of the

normalized orthogonal array are mapped back with the corresponding inverse

cumulative distribution function of each input.160

With this construction, the replication procedure (called TIS15 in the follow-

ing) allows one to estimate the full set of first- and closed second-order indices at

the cost of 2n` 2q2, which depends on the input space dimension only through

the constraint on q (a prime number satisfying q ě d´1). Note that, as soon as

n ą 2pd ´ 1q, the number of model evaluations required for implementing pro-165

cedure TIS15 is smaller than the one required to implement procedure SAL02.

Thus, for time-consuming applications with limited budget, TIS15 should be

preferred even if it does not allow to estimate total-effect Sobol’ indices. In-

deed, in many applications main effects and interactions of order 2 are often

leading the sensitivity of the model, higher-order interactions being negligible.170

3.2. REP18A, a new efficient strategy

This section introduces a more efficient strategy that estimates the full set

of first- and second-order Sobol’ indices from two replicated designs of order 2.

This estimation strategy is referred to as REP18A and is explained below.

Consider two replicated designs of order 2: P “ txiuni“1 and P 1 “ tx1iuni“1175

each based on a 2 ´ pd, q, 1q orthogonal array of size n “ q2 (see [12] for more

details). REP18A stems from the following observations:

(a) for any subset u of D such that |u| “ 2, there exists a unique permutation

πu satisfying:

x1πupiq,u “ xi,u, @i P t1, . . . , q2u;
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(b) for any k P D, there exists a set Hk “ tπ
pγq
k , γ P t1, . . . , pq!q

q
uu of pq!q

q

mappings (or permutations) π
pγq
k , satisfying:

x1
π
pγq
k piq,k

“ xi,k, @γ P t1, . . . , pq!q
q
u , @i P t1, . . . , q2u .

Based on these observations, it is possible to estimate the full set of first- and

second-order Sobol’ indices from the single pair of designs pP,P 1q. First, for

any u subset of D with cardinality 2, for any i P t1, . . . , q2u, let

yi “ fpxiq ,

y1i “ fpx1iq ,

y1πupiq
“ fpx1πupiq,u

: x1πupiq,´uq,

“ fpxi,u : x1πupiq,´uq.

Additionally, for any k P D, for any γ P t1, . . . , pq!q
q
u, let

y1
π
pγq
k piq

“ fpx1
π
pγq
k piq,k

: x1
π
pγq
k piq,´k

q,

“ fpxi,k : x1
π
pγq
k piq,´k

q.

Note that the quantities ty1πupiqu
q2

i“1 and ty1
π
pγq
k piq

u
q2

i“1 require no additional eval-

uations of the model f , since the permutations πu and π
pγq
k act as permutations

of rows on the design P 1.180

Then, the main results of REP18A are outlined in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. Let P “ txiun“q
2

i“1 and P 1 “ tx1iun“q
2

i“1 be two replicated designs

based on 2 ´ pd, q, 1q orthogonal arrays as in [12], where q is a prime number

satisfying the constraint q ě d´1. From model evaluations on P “ txiuq
2

i“1 and

P 1 “ tx1iuq
2

i“1, on can obtain:185

• a single estimate for each Su, |u| “ 2,

• pq!qq estimates for each Sk, k P D.

Proof of Proposition 1. Each Su, |u| “ 2, can be estimated via formula (5, 6)

by using y1πupiq
in place of fpxi,u : x1i,´uq. Each Sk, k P D, can be estimated

via formula (5, 6) by using y1
π
pγq
k piq

in place of fpxi,k : x1i,´kq and there exists190

pq!q
q

choices for π
pγq
k . ˝
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Example. Proposition 1 is illustrated on a simple example. Consider two repli-

cated orthogonal arrays of strength two with q “ 3 and d “ 4:

P “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

1 1 1 1

2 1 3 2

3 1 2 3

2 2 2 1

3 2 1 2

1 2 3 3

3 3 3 1

1 3 2 2

2 3 1 3

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

P 1 “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

2 1 2 1

3 3 2 2

2 3 3 3

3 2 3 1

1 1 3 2

3 1 1 3

1 3 1 1

2 2 1 2

1 2 2 3

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

Each column contains the set of values t1, 2, 3u, each value being repeated

three times. Let us focus on the estimation of St1,2u. Item (a) in Section 3.2

states that there exists a unique permutation that re-arranges the first two

columns of P 1 identically to the two first columns of P. In our example, this195

permutation is πt1,2u “ p5, 1, 6, 8, 4, 9, 2, 7, 3q.

Let us now focus on the estimation of S1. According to Item (b), there exist

p3!q
3

permutations π
pγq
1 that re-arrange the rows of the first column of P iden-

tically to the first column of P 1. Let denote by H1 “ tπ
pγq
1 , γ P t1, . . . , p3!q

3
uu

the set of possible re-arrangements. The following permutation π
p1q
1 is one out200

of the 81 possible re-arrangements: π
p1q
1 “ p5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 8q.

Therefore, for each input xk, one may pick one element of Hk to estimate

the first-order index Sk. By making use of multiple mappings π
pγq
k , one can

enhance the estimation of the first-order indices.

Remark. For each Sk, several estimations can be obtained, one for each per-205

mutation in Hk. It is rather natural to consider the mean of these estimates to

increase the accuracy of the procedure. In practice, one should avoid computing

the full set of pq!q
q

permutations π
pγq
k and rather select randomly a predeter-

mined amount κ. In the numerical experiments, κ has been chosen equal to 100

which is enough to yield satisfactory results. An optimal choice for κ, and an210
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optimal selection procedure for the κ permutations in Hk is out of the scope of

that paper, but is an interesting perspective.

For any k P D, denote by π
pγ1q
k , . . . , π

pγκq
k the κ permutations sampled from

Hk. Sk is then estimated by:

pS
pγ1,...,γκq
k “

1

κ

κ
ÿ

s“1

pS
pγsq
k , (9)

where pS
pγsq
k is the estimator associated with π

pγsq
k . Then:

pS
pγ1,...,γκq
tk,`u “ pStk,`u ´

pS
pγ1,...,γκq
k ´ pS

pγ1,...,γκq
` (10)

is the estimate of the second-order Sobol’ index Stk,`u.

3.3. REP18B, an extension to total-effect indices

Procedure REP18A does not provide estimates of total-effect Sobol’ in-215

dices. This is not convenient when interactions of order higher than two prevail.

REP18A can be adapted so as to incorporate the estimation of total-effect in-

dices. This extension, named REP18B afterward, exploits the sampling strategy

SAL02 [1].

REP18B proceeds as follows: first, all first-order and second-order indices220

are estimated with two replicated designs (see Section 3.1). Then, all total-

effect Sobol’ indices are estimated using one of the two replicated designs plus

d additional designs obtained following Saltelli’s scheme [1]. More specifically,

let P and P 1 denote the two replicated orthogonal arrays. The j-th additional

design is constructed by substituting the j-th column of P for a j-th MC sample225

of equal length. Then, the j-th additional design and P are used together to

estimate Stju according to Saltelli’s scheme.

For n “ q2, the cost of REP18B reads q2pd ` 2q, which equals SAL02 cost.

Note that REP18B outperforms SAL02 in the sense that it also provides second-

order indices. However, due to constraints on the construction of strength two230

OAs, one has to select q ě d ´ 1. If strong interactions are expected, of order

greater or equal to 3, one should prefer SAL02 for models with high dimension

d.
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3.4. Bootstrap intervals

Sampling error in the estimation of Sobol’ indices can be classically esti-235

mated, at a moderate cost, by using bootstrap resamplings such as the bias-

corrected (BC) percentile method [24, 25]. This method is reviewed hereafter.

Let pθnpwq be an estimator of an unknown statistic θ based on n realizations

w1, . . . ,wn of a random vector w. Then, B subsets tw1rbs, . . ., wnrbsu, b “

1, . . . , B, are randomly drawn from tw1, . . . ,wnu with replacement. For each240

subset, a replication of pθ is obtained by computing pθb “ pθpw1rbs, . . . ,wnrbsq. As

a result, a set R “ tpθ1, . . . , pθBu of B replications of pθ is obtained.

Denote by Φ the standard normal cdf, and by Φ´1 its inverse:

Φpzq “
1
?

2π

ż z

´8

exp

ˆ

´
t2

2

˙

dt.

Using the set R and the point estimate pθ “ pθnpwq, one can estimate a “bias

correction constant” z0:

pz0 “ Φ´1

˜

#tpθb P R s.t. pθb ď pθu

B

¸

.

Then, for β Ps0; 1r, the “corrected quantile estimate” pqpβq is defined as:

pqpβq “ Φp2pz0 ` zβq,

where zβ satisfies Φpzβq “ β. Finally, the central BC bootstrap confidence

interval of level 1 ´ α is estimated by the interval whose endpoints are the

pqpα{2q and pqp1´ α{2q quantiles of R.245

These bootstrap confidence intervals are used to assess the precision of the

Sobol’ indices estimators. Let k P D. For the first-order Sobol’ index esti-

mate pS
pγ1,...,γκq
k , defined in Eq. (9), the bootstrap procedure is applied to

w “

ˆ

y, y1, y1
π
pγ1q

k

, . . . , y1
π
pγκq
k

˙

. For the second-order Sobol’ index estimate

pS
pγ1,...,γκq
j1,j2

, defined in Eq. (10) with tj1, j2u P D2, the bootstrap procedure250

is applied to w “

ˆ

y, y1, y1πtj1,j2u
, y1
π
pγ1q
j1

, . . . , y1
π
pγκq
j1

, y1
π
pγ1q
j2

, . . . , y1
π
pγκq
j2

˙

.
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4. Simulation study and application to benchmarks

The procedure REP18A is applied on two academic examples and compared

with procedure TIS15. In parallel, a comparison between bootstrap and asymp-

totic confidence intervals is provided for the first academic example. Then,255

procedure REP18B is compared with procedure SAL02 on two academic exam-

ples, one of which is a test case for high-dimensional problems. Finally, REP18B

is illustrated on an engineering application.

For clarity purposes, Table 1 lists the diverse procedures that will be ap-

plied or referred to in the following sections, along with the Sobol’ indices they260

estimate, their computational cost ν, and the nature of the sampling applied.

Notations LHS, OA, MC, QMC stand for: Latin Hypercube Sampling, Orthog-

onal Array, Monte Carlo, quasi-Monte Carlo.

4.1. REP18A vs TIS15

This section compares REP18A with TIS15 on two academic examples: the265

Ishigami function introduced in [26] and the function introduced by Bratley et

al. [27].To reach a fair comparison, a common computational cost ν is used for

REP18A and TIS15. As the computational cost for TIS15 equals 2n ` 2q2, a

balance between n and q2 is chosen.

The precision of REP18A is gauged by computing bootstrap confidence in-270

tervals according to Section 3.4. The number of permutations κ (Eqs. (9) and

Table 1: Procedures for the estimation of Sobol’ indices. The first three columns indicate the

category of Sobol’ indices estimated by each procedure. LHS, OA, MC, QMC stand for: Latin

Hypercube Sampling, Orthogonal Array, Monte Carlo, quasi-Monte Carlo. The “+” symbol

indicates that both designs are needed.

name 1st 2nd total cost (ν) sampling

REP18A X X 2q2 OA

REP18B X X X q2pd` 2q OA + MC/QMC

SAL02 X X npd` 2q MC/QMC

TIS15 X X 2n` 2q2 LHS + OA

14



(10) in Section 3.2) and of bootstrap replications B (see Section 3.4) are both

fixed to 100. Besides, 100 replicate estimates of the Sobol’ indices are calculated

and the mean values are considered in the studies. The results are undertaken

for the following computational costs ν P t162, 1058, 1922u.275

4.1.1. Ishigami function

The Ishigami function is defined as follows:

f : r´π, πs3 Ñ R

x “ px1, x2, x3q ÞÑ sinpx1q ` 7 sin2
px2q ` 0.1 x43 sinpx1q

The main peculiarity of this test function is its strong nonlinearity and non-

monotonicity. The input vector x is uniformly distributed over r´π, πs3.

Fig. 1 provides means and bootstrap confidence intervals of first- and second-

order Sobol’ indices estimated with REP18A. Means are represented as black280

dots with their corresponding bootstrap confidence intervals (vertical bars). To

highlight the efficiency of REP18A, Fig. 1 also displays in gray color the means

and bootstrap confidence intervals obtained with TIS15.

REP18A yields good results for the first-order indices. From ν “ 1058

onward, the precision of the bootstrap confidence intervals allows one to distin-285

guish the main effect of each input without any confusion. For ν “ 1922, the

radii of the bootstrap confidence intervals are lower than 3 ˆ 10´2. Fig. 1 -

(a),(c),(e) display the drastic gain obtained by using REP18A instead of TIS15,

in particular for S3.

The results for the second-order Sobol’ indices are slightly less accurate. This290

was expected: in procedure REP18A, the estimation of the first-order Sobol’

indices is obtained as an average over κ different permutations (see Eq. (9)), but

this is not the case for the estimation of the second-order Sobol’ indices. As such

and given the formula (10), the accuracy of the second-order Sobol’ estimate

pS
pγ1,...,γκq
k,` is mainly driven by the precision of the corresponding closed second-295

order Sobol’ estimate pStk,`u.

Nonetheless, these results are still satisfactory considering the low values

selected for the computational cost ν. Fig. 1 - (b),(d),(f) highlight once again

15



Figure 1: Ishigami function - Means (dots) and bootstrap confidence intervals (vertical bars)

of first- (a, c and e) and second-order (b, d and f) Sobol’ estimates. Grey refers to procedure

TIS15, black to procedure REP18A. The black crosses mark the true values of the indices.
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Table 2: Ishigami function - Asymptotic and bootstrap confidence intervals (IC) of first-order

Sobol’ indices. True values are: S1 “ 0.3139, S2 “ 0.4424, S3 “ 0.

ν IC S1 S2 S3

162
bootstrap r0.25, 0.39s r0.35, 0.52s r´0.02, 0.03s

asymptotic r0.14, 0.49s r0.29, 0.58s r´0.28, 0.31s

1058
bootstrap r0.28, 0.34s r0.41, 0.48s r´0.01, 0.01s

asymptotic r0.25, 0.39s r0.38, 0.49s r´0.12, 0.11s

1922
bootstrap r0.29, 0.34s r0.42, 0.47s r´0.01, 0.00s

asymptotic r0.26, 0.37s r0.40, 0.49s r´0.09, 0.09s

the efficiency of REP18A compared to TIS15. The confidence intervals obtained

with TIS15 are twice larger than those obtained with REP18A.300

Table 2 provides a comparison between bootstrap and asymptotic confidence

intervals for the estimation of first-order Sobol’ indices with REP18A. This table

shows a gain in precision when using bootstrap ones. Moreover, unlike bootstrap

confidence intervals, asymptotic ones need additional evaluations of the model.

The asymptotic theory for the estimation of second-order Sobol’ indices via the305

replication method also requires additional regularity assumptions on the model

(see, for example, [12]). We refer to the appendix for a detailed description on

the way the asymptotic confidence intervals are constructed.

4.1.2. Bratley et al. function

The Bratley et al. function is defined by:

f : H6 Ñ R

x “ px1, . . . , x6q ÞÑ
6
ř

i“1

p´1qi
i
ś

j“1

xj

x is assumed to be uniformly distributed over H6. The importance of each310

input xj depends on its own rank. More explicitly, x1 is more influential than

x2, which is more influential than x3, and so on. Fig. 2 displays the means

and bootstrap confidence intervals of the first- and second-order Sobol’ indices

estimated with REP18A (black color) and TIS15 (grey color).
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Figure 2: Bratley et al. function - Means (black dots) and bootstrap confidence intervals

(vertical bars) of first- and second-order Sobol’ estimates obtained with REP18A. Grey refers

to procedure TIS15, black to procedure REP18A. The black crosses mark the true values of

the indices.
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The results of REP18A for the first-order indices are similar to those ob-315

tained for the Ishigami function. For ν “ 1058, the radii of the confidence

intervals are lower than 3 ˆ 10´2 and the non-influential inputs are well iden-

tified. The results of REP18A for the second-order indices are slightly less

accurate, with radii ranging from 0.025 to 0.06 for ν “ 1058. The origin of this

discrepancy is the same as the one evoked in Section 4.1.1.320

For that example, most of second-order Sobol’ indices are close to zero,

which make their estimation challenging. Nonetheless, it can still be observed

that REP18A provides a far better precision than TIS15.

4.2. REP18B vs SAL02

This section compares REP18B with SAL02 on both the Ishigami function325

and a high-dimensional test case. For REP18B, the number of permutations κ

and of bootstrap replications B are once again both fixed to 100. For both pro-

cedures, 100 replicate estimates of the first-order and total-effect Sobol’ indices

are calculated and the mean values are considered.

4.2.1. Ishigami function330

The improvement brought by REP18B over SAL02 is illustrated on the

Ishigami function. The results are computed for the following costs: ν P

t405, 845, 1445, 2645, 3645, 4805u. The precision of each procedure is assessed

by drawing boxplots of the estimation errors of first-order and total-effect in-

dices. These errors correspond to the absolute difference between true values of

Sobol’ indices and their estimates:

εSu “
∣∣∣Su ´ pSu

∣∣∣ , u Ă D , (11)

where Su is the true value and pSu the estimate.

Fig. 3 shows the results obtained with both REP18B and SAL02. It is

clear that REP18B performs the best for the first-order indices, while matching

SAL02 precision for the total-effect indices.

It is worth mentioning that SAL02 has been extended to estimate the second-335

order indices for a total computational cost ν “ np2d ` 2q (see Theorem 2 in
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Figure 3: Ishigami function - Boxplots of estimation errors for first- and total-effect indices.

White boxplots refer to REP18B, grey boxplots refer to variant B of SAL02. The x-axis

indicates the size n of the designs.
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[1]), which is far more costly than REP18B for moderate dimension d. This

extension outperforms REP18B only for high dimensional models from around

100 input parameters due to the construction constraint q ě d´ 1.

4.2.2. High-dimensional example340

This section treats the case of a high-dimensional model by considering a

modified version of the Morokoff & Caflisch function [28]:

f : Hd Ñ R

x “ px1, . . . , xdq ÞÑ
d
ś

j“1

x
1
αj

j

x is assumed to be uniformly distributed over Hd. The importance of each input

xj depends on its assigned coefficient. The higher the coefficient αj , the less

influential the input xj . A total of 50 inputs is considered. Values assigned to

coefficients αj are drawn from the set t2, 5, 6, 8, 10u with the following appor-

tionment: four (resp. six, eight, twelve, twenty) among the fifty αjs are equal345

to 2 (resp. 5, 6, 8, 10). In that example, the sum of the first-order indices

only explains 56% of the model variance and the second-order interactions have

negligible effects. This makes this example interesting for procedures REP18B

and SAL02.

The results are computed for ν “ 532 ˆ p50` 2q “ 146 068. The size of the350

designs, n “ 532, are chosen to satisfy the construction constraint q ě d ´ 1

in REP18B. Fig. 4 displays the means and bootstrap confidence intervals of

the first-order Sobol’ indices estimated with each procedure. The dashed lines

represent the true value of the Sobol’ indices with respect to the coefficients αjs.

The four influential inputs, corresponding to αj “ 2, are identified by both355

procedures. For the remaining inputs, REP18B allows one to distinguish the

sets of indices according to their coefficient αj . At the opposite, the estimates

obtained with SAL02 are not distinguishable from one another. Overall, a net

gain in precision is observed when using REP18B.

Fig. 5 displays the means and bootstrap confidence intervals of the total-360

effect Sobol’ indices estimated with each procedure. As for the Ishigami func-
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Figure 4: Morokoff & Caflish et al. function - Means and bootstrap confidence intervals of

first-order Sobol’ estimates obtained with REP18A (black color) and SAL02 (grey color) for

ν “ 146 068. The dashed lines represent the true values of the indices.
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tion, both procedures give similar results. Note that SAL02 could have been

applied with a lower cost ν but at the expense of a less accurate estimation.

4.3. Application: Level E model

This section illustrates procedure REP18B on an engineering example. The365

Level E model has been used as a benchmark for sensitivity analysis by several

authors (see [2] for a review). The model predicts the radiological dose to

humans over geological time scales due to the underground migration of four

radionuclides from a nuclear waste disposal site through two geosphere layers

characterized by different hydro-geological properties.370

The Level E model is mathematically represented by a set of partial dif-

ferential equations, modeling the different chemical processes that govern the

underground migration of the nucleides (a detailed description of the equations

can be found in [2][Section 3.4]). The quantity of interest Y ptq corresponds to
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Figure 5: Morokoff & Caflish et al. function - Means and bootstrap confidence intervals of

total-effect Sobol’ estimates obtained with REP18A (black color) and SAL02 (grey color) for

ν “ 146 068. The dashed lines represent the true values of the indices.
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the annual radiological dose due to the four radionuclides. Y ptq is evaluated at375

26 time frames ranging from 2ˆ104 “ 20K to 9ˆ106 “ 9M years. Following the

simplification proposed in [2], we consider the twelve independent parameters

listed in Table 3.

Procedure REP18B is applied to estimate first-order, second-order and total-

effect Sobol’ indices of the twelve input parameters. Two replicated designs of380

size n “ 5041 are constructed first to estimate first-order and second-order

Sobol’ indices. Then, twelve additional pick-freeze samples are generated to

estimate the total Sobol’ indices. The corresponding computation cost reads

ν “ 70 574. Since the quantity of interest pY ptiq, i “ 1, . . . , 26q is a vector,

results are displayed as cumulative area plots in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.385

For the first-order indices, the results obtained with REP18B match those

presented in [2][Fig. 5.3 page 143]. The observations are the following: only
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Table 3: Level E model - Parameters and associated distributions.

parameters distribution range of variation description

T uniform r100, 1000s containment time (yr)

kI log-uniform r10´3, 10´2s leach rate for iodine (mols/yr)

kC log-uniform r10´6, 10´5s leach rate for Np chain (mols/yr)

vp1q log-uniform r10´3, 10´1s water velocity in the first geosphere layer (m/yr)

lp1q uniform r100, 500s length of the first geosphere layer (m)

R
p1q
I uniform r1, 5s retention factor for iodine in the first layer

R
p1q
C uniform r3, 30s retention factor for the chain elements in the first layer

vp2q log-uniform r10´2, 10´1s water velocity in the second geosphere layer (m/yr)

lp2q uniform r50, 200s length of the second geosphere layer (m)

R
p2q
I uniform r1, 5s retention factor for iodine in the first layer

R
p2q
C uniform r3, 30s retention factor for the chain elements in the second layer

W log-uniform r105, 107s stream flow rate (m3/yr)

parameters vp1q and W are influential for the first nine time frames, a drop is

observed at t “ 200K and the parameters lp1q, vp2q, R
p1q
C become influential only

after the drop. The main effects of the remaining parameters are negligible.390

The sum of the first-order indices being always lower than 0.25, it is relevant to

study the second-order indices.

Fig. 7 shows the 19 most influent second-order interactions. One can observe

that the model is driven by second-order interactions from t “ 300K to t “

2M , where approximatively 75% of the model variance is explained. Since the395

sum of first- and second-order indices is lower than 0.7 on the two time frames

r20K, 200Ks and r4M, 9M s, it is relevant to estimate the total-effect indices.

Fig. 8 displays the results for the total-effect Sobol’ indices. Once again,

the results obtained with REP18B match those presented in [2][Fig. 5.4 page

143]. Correspondingly to the first-order estimates, a strong increase of the total-400

effect estimates is observed at t “ 200K. The parameters R
p2q
C , lp2q, R

p1q
I , R

p2q
I

have significant interactions effects of order higher than two. On the other hand,

the parameters kC , T , kI are not influential at all.
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Figure 6: Level E model - Cumulative area plot of first-order estimates obtained with REP18B.

The y-axis indicates the sum of the estimates. The x-axis refers to the time frame in log scale.

Figure 7: Level E model - Cumulative area plot of the 19 most influent second-order estimates

obtained with REP18B. The y-axis indicates the sum of the estimates. The x-axis refers to

the time frame in log scale.
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Figure 8: Level E model - Cumulative area plot of total-effect estimates obtained with

REP18B. The y-axis indicates the sum of the estimates. The x-axis refers to the time frame

in log scale.

5. Conclusion

When estimating Sobol’ indices, the question, how many model evaluations405

must be performed to reach a decent precision is often raised by practitioners.

This question is all the more critical as the number of evaluations available is

often limited (whether by time or budget constraints). The extension of the

replication procedure proposed in this article offers a practical solution to the

estimation of the full set of first- and second-order Sobol’ indices. Aside from410

halving the cost of the original replication procedure [12], our approach was

shown to drastically enhance the estimates precision. The assessment of this

precision was made by computing bootstrap confidence intervals. Compared to

asymptotic intervals, bootstrap confidence intervals were found more reliable to

gauge the quality of the estimation.415

Additionally, we also discuss the extension of the procedure to the estimation

of the total-effect Sobol’ indices. This was achieved by applying Saltelli’s scheme
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[2] to one of the orthogonal arrays of strength two already at hand. The extended

approach allows one to evaluate the overall set of first-order, second-order and

total-effect Sobol’ indices.420
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6. Appendix

This appendix describes the construction of asymptotic confidence intervals

for first-order Sobol’ indices, estimated with the replication procedure.

Let ` P t1, . . . , du ; S` is estimated with the replication procedure and for-505

mulas (5), (6) and (7) of Section 2.2. Let x “ px`,x´`q “ pX,Zq P R ˆ Rd´1.

Denote by X 1, Z 1, Z2, Z3 independent copies of X (resp. Z). Asymptotic con-

fidence intervals are constructed as follows:

let gT : R2d´1 Ñ R3 defined by

gT px, z, z
1q “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

pfpx, zq ´ µqpfpx, z1q ´ µq

fpx, zq ` fpx, z1q ´ 2µ

pfpx, zq ´ µq2 ` pfpx, z1q ´ µq2

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

,

where x P R, z, z1 P Rd´1 and µ “ Epfpxqq.

Denote by gT add the best additive (in X,Z,Z 1) approximation as defined in

[29], and set gT rem “ gT ´ gT add. Additionally, we define:

ΦT px, y, zq “
x´ py2 q

2

z
2 ´ p

y
2 q

2
,

and:

aT “
`

CovpY, Y 1q, 0, 2VarpY q
˘T
,

where Cov and Var denote the covariance and variance operators, respectively,

Y “ fpX,Zq and Y 1 “ fpX,Z 1q. Then, the asymptotic variance in the central

limit theorem for pS` (see Eq. (7)) is defined as

σ2
T “ p∇ΦT paTqq

T
ΣT ∇ΦT paTq,
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where ΣT is the (3ˆ3) covariance matrix of gT rem. A proof of these expressions510

is given in (ii) of Proposition 3.2. of [12].

The last remaining step is to explain how the matrix ΣT can be estimated.

To do so, gT is decomposed as:

gT pX,Z,Z
1q “ m` gT addpX,Z,Z

1q ` gT rempX,Z,Z
1q,

where m “ EpgT pX,Z,Z 1qq and

gT addpX,Z,Z
1q “ gT a1pXq ` gT a2pZq ` gT a3pZ

1q

is the best additive approximation of gT .

We want to estimate the covariance matrix of the Rm-valued random variable

gT rempX,Z,Z
1q. For i, j P t1, . . . ,mu, we denote by Ci,j the pi, jq-coefficient of

this matrix.515

Let pX,Z,Z 1, Z2, Z3qk, k “ 1, . . . , n be a n-sample of pX,Z,Z 1, Z2, Z3q.

Let us define Yi, Yj , Y
1
j and Y 2j as:

Yi “ gT ppX,Z,Z
1qiq “ mi`gT a1pXqi`gT a2pZqi`gT a3pZ

1qi`gT rempX,Z,Z
1qi,

Yj “ gT ppX,Z,Z
1qjq “ mj`gT a1pXqj`gT a2pZqj`gT a3pZ

1qj`gT rempX,Z,Z
1qj ,

Y 1j “ gT ppX,Z
2, Z3qjq “ mj`gT a1pXqj`gT a2pZ

2qj`gT a3pZ
3qj`gT rempX,Z

2, Z3qj ,

Y 2j “ gT ppX
1, Z, Z3qjq “ mj`gT a1pX

1qj`gT a2pZqj`gT a3pZ
2qj`gT rempX

1, Z, Z2qj ,

Y 3j “ gT ppX
1, Z2, Z 1qjq “ mj`gT a1pX

1qj`gT a2pZ
2qj`gT a3pZ

1qj`gT rempX
1, Z2, Z 1qj .

We also define:

Ai,j “ CovpgT a1pXqi, gT a1pXqjq,

Bi,j “ CovpgT a2pZqi, gT a2pZqjq,

Di,j “ CovpgT a3pZ
1qi, gT a3pZ

1qjq.

Thanks to independence, and L2´orthogonality between gT rempX,Z,Z
1q

and functions of X (resp. Z, Z 1) alone, we have:

CovpYi, Yjq “ Ai,j `Bi,j `Di,j ` Ci,j ,
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CovpYi, Y
1
j q “ Ai,j ,

CovpYi, Y
2
j q “ Bi,j ,

CovpYi, Y
3
j q “ Di,j .

Hence:

Ci,j “ CovpYi, Yjq ´ CovpYi, Y
1
j q ´ CovpYi, Y

2
j q ´ CovpYi, Y

3
j q,

which give rise to a natural empirical estimator pCi,j of Ci,j using a sample of

Yi, Yj , Y
1
j and Y 2j .

In practice, to estimate the asymptotic variances without additional model

evaluations, one can reuse the samples of input variables used during sensitivity

indices estimation (both first-order and second-order). However, the numeri-520

cal experiments carried out in Section 4.1.1 are made using new Monte-Carlo

samples, as the results are expected to be quite similar.

It is also worth noting that gadd could be estimated using, for instance, the

semi-parametric methods in the R package GAM [30]. However, experiments

show that this choice induces some significant bias in the estimation of Σ, leading525

to a bias in the estimation of the asymptotic variance of T̂ .
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